
1933-1937

KOOL

Introduced inPebruar,y 1933 at $6 . 85 per M (regular brands were then at
$5 .50 per M), KOOL had national distribution and carried its first national
advertising in magazines in August of that year. The pehguin was featured
from the first. Although KOOLS were carrying the I3&W coupon, this was
not mentioned in 1933 ads which featured "Your throat will not get dry. "

In 1934, the first full year of distribution, a very modest magazine budget
of about $300, 000 featured "Throat comfort" and "Free coupons bring handsome gtfts

: ° 5nles increased to 2 .4 billion. The premium cost for
the yearwas. $900, 000 and this proportion of advertising cost, 3 to 1
for premium vs . media, continued until 1930 .

Magazine-pressure remained about the same and radio was added late in
1936 when KOOT, shared a network show with RALEIGH .

Copy remained the same until the end of 1937 and salcs for 1937 were
. 4 . 0 billion, or 2 . 5% of the industry. Media advertising expenditures that

~/ year totaled .$600, 000, premium $1, 600, 000

. '193fl-1945 ' .

After a quick try at "The heneficial head clearing qualities of menthol" early
in 1938, copy was switched to the "In between the others, rest your throat
with KOOLS"_ theme that continued until 1940 .

Sales dropped each ,year- share dropped even faster . (The two extra coupons
packed in the carton were eliminated in January 1933 . Because of decreasing
sales, in June, six mouths later, four extra coupons were put in the carton .
This did noC affect the salestrcnd .) .

In 1940 media expenditure was halved hy dropping radio . In August KOOLS
•' were cutt to popular prices (by then up to $6 . 53 1I) . In September the extra

coupons in the carton were cut from four to two .

Copy featured "Switch froai 'Hots' to KOOLS" for the first time .

By 1940 sales had dropped to the lowest level since the introduction year .

in 1941 advertising expenditure was cut to $100, 000 . Copy featured "Smoker's
Ifack. " The downtrend halted and sales started drifting up with the industry .
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1936-1945 (Continued)

The year 1942 continued about the same and then in July 1043 all coupons
' on KOOI .S were discontinued .

- Media expenditure was increased to $500, 000 after elimination of the coupon .
Copy remained the same and'sales, during the shortage period, were just
over 5 billion per year. ' .

1946-1953

Sales dropped sharply after the shortagc . Practically all advertising was
' discontinued during the early part of 1946 while everything was concentrated
on RALEIGH. A $400, 000 expenditure in network radio during the summer
and early fall didn't help . A new campaign of spot radio announcements
featuring Willie the Penguin jingles and "Smoke KOOLS! Smoke KOOLS!
8moke KOOLSI" in test markets showed results :

In 1947 KOOL started the climb back that by 1953 had more than doubled the
. 1946 share of market . Media expenditures grow steadily with practically all
. of the money in spot radio until 1950 - copy remained virtually unchanged

. As television developed, spot TV was included in the KOOL media mix,
increaser7 snles taking care of the cost and, by 1952, radio and TV expendi-
tures were about eqna] . In 1951 and 1952 a campaign in Sunday comics did
not affect the upward trend .

During this period KOOLS were test marketed in the Reynolds Metal Flyseal
Pack. (B&W developed and registered its own name "Alumidor" during the
test. ) A heat-sealed all-foil pack without cellophane, it gave the cigarettes
much .better protection on the shelf . The new style package, introduced in
Milwaukee in October 1947, caused little comment . The test market was
increased in January 1950 to include the balance of Wisconsin and Minnesota .
Sales seemed weaker and the conventional pack was put back in Milwaukee
' in August 1950 . The test, however, was continued in the other sections until
February 1962, then discontinued completely. KOOL sales apparently
suffered in the test markets and those areas have remained among the poorest

_ in the country for KOOL even though thc test is long since forgotten .

fn 1953 sales incrcases slowed with the industry. In mid-year, copy
featuring "Don't be chained hy thchot cigarette habit" (used in test markets
with good results during the previous six months) was started in New England
and New York. Results warranted its adoption nationally in October when a
network televisian show was added .
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1'hn 1953 budget was $3 . 2 million. (This was the first year since elimination
. ' of the coupons that advertising expeaditures were higher than in the days of

the premium plan ev(--n though sales tripled during this pcriod . ) Sharc of
_ market was 2.9%, the highest recorded up to that time .

King size KOOLS were introduced in test markets the latter part of 1953 at
1~ per paciage morc than regular size KOOLS . Results warranted national
distribution on bofh sizes which was accomplished in March 1954 .

1054-1960 ' -

The expansion of king size was backed with heavy advertising and expenditures
jumped to $5,.700, 000 in 1054, with most of the money in television . Sales
responded and share of market rcached 3 . 4% (the highest share ever attained,
before or since . ) .

. .In 1955 expenditures were cut back to a little over $4, 000, 000 and sales leveled .

In 1956 copy was changed to 'symptoms .' °Throat raw ?" "Got a cold? °-
. ete . °SwitchYrom Ilots to KOOLS . " Before this change could have any effect,
Salem came out as the first filter tip menthol. That was in May and in .
September a filter was added to king size KOOL . Even in that short time

-KOOL sal.es had becn hurt and sales for the year 1956 were down . 5 billion
and share dropped to 3 .0`9~. . _

A switch back to °Break the hot cigarette habit" copy in January, 1957, and
budget increase to about $6, 000, 000 for the year, turned sales slightly and
share held steady .

In early 1958 Salem passed KOOLS in sales and in May copy was changed to
imitate Salem and featured °Snow-fresh KOOL . . . America's most refreshing
cigarette. " The budget was cut to $5, 200, 000 in 1958 and $4, 500, 000 in
1959 . Almost $500, 000 of that was spent on pretty, full-eolor magazine ads without much sell

. KOOL sales for 1959 were down to 12 . 7 billion and
dropping. (During that year Salean continued its original copy and spent

. over $18, 000, 000 with resultant sales over 28 billion). -

In January, 1960, KOOL made two important changes . The package design ~
was refined and greatly improved . Then, recognizing the fact that the public Q
knew KOOL was not a light menthol, copy was revised to make a virtue out ~
of the heavier menthol . Thc budget remained the same but was concentrated W
in drarnatio- television commercials featuring "Smokers, when your taste ~
tells you it's timc for a change . . . come up . . . come up . . , come all the way -11
up to the menthol magic of KOOti : lflthough research indicated that this ~
copy did not connote "hcavier menthol" to the smoker, it did change the
sales trend dramatically and KOOL finished 1960 with a sales of 13 . 6 billion,
the highest in the history of the brand .
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1961-1D64

Sa1es continued to improve for KOOL in early 1961 but due to lack of
variety in commercial situations and overexposure of a small commercial
pool at that time sales trended downward in the second half . By April,
1962, a new campaign was on the air . .

. an advertising campaign that has proved to be one of the most effective cigarette campaigns ever used, and,
in fact, for an old established brand, probably the most effective. A
number of factors have contributed to the success of this brand but two
primary reasons are paramount. Most important, KOOL's advertising
. theme promised a specific product benefi't . : . °estra coolness, " and the product itself

: with its heavier menthol contant, delivers on that promise
. KOOLL was the only O. S. domestic cigarette at that time to make so specific

and readily proven claim . Increased advertising budgets contributed to
. this growth as well . Research indicated a consumer acceptance of heavy
menthol and the television commercial technique referred to as the "Problemf
Solution° approach served to strongly convey KOOL's taste promise .

Within three months of starting the new campaign sales began to move upward
enabling the brand to finish 1062 at 14 . 5 billion cigarettes continuing to 16
in 1963 and ending 1964 at 19 billion cigarettes . KOOL's market share
during these three years went from 2 .9 in 1962 to 3 . D in 1964

. Sales in 1964 were four and a half billioncigarettes above the 1962 level,
a 31°fo.increase. ' -

Thc advertising budget increases started in mid 1963 when the appropriation
went from 6 .2 million to 6 .8 million and then to 9 .5 million in 1961, a 41%
increasc in appropriation . . .

, Television was and continues to be the carrier medinm for KOOL .

1965-1966

The highly successful "slice of life" problem-solution presentational TV
format for KOOL has continued since 1962 . Copy continues to stress the
discernible product difference of ICOOL, i . e., taste extra coolness .

According to Maxwell (1964 vs . 1965), generic demand for menthols rose

from 16 . 2% to 17• 4'70 - a 7 . 4% increase. BHLAIR and KOOL were the only ~
Lwo brands to benefit from the increased sir,e of the menthol segment. ~
KOOL LYlter scored a 13 .6ryo increase in share of segment (19 .9 to 22 . 6%) .

ra
KOOL ended 1965 with a 4 .9 share of nrarket. Sales incrcased from 19 .0 W
billion (1964) to 23 .2 billion (1965) . Of the 23 .2 billion sold in 1965, KOOL ~
Regular (70nmi) accounted for 2 .9 billion (same'as 1964) which indicates ~
that 70mm KOOL sales, while on a declining trend from previous yeara, is
still,dnclining at a much less rapid rate than other 70mm brands . KOOL
increased its share of market to 5 .5 during the lst quarter of 1966 . .
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1965-1966 (Contimacd)

Advertising appropriations have aL=n increascd from the $9 million level
in 1964 to $12 million in 1965 to $13 .8 million in 1966 . CY1,4 has rangnd
from . 51 to . 54 to . 52 respcetively .

TV (network and spot) continues .tu bc the major me,dium forROOL. Since
May, 1966, all commercials have been aired in color .

IfOOL continues to be the growth leader in the mentholsegment despite the
many new menthol brand entries introduced . Through June, 1066, no less
than 10 new entries have been launched (either in test or national) since the
fall of 1965 . .

1967 (. 340% Menthol in King Size .360% in Loarg Size)

Continuing into and through 1967, problem/solution, slice-of-life :60's
.and . :30's carried the bulk of the brand's network and spot TV advertising
with the exception of test markets for a new longer-length KOOL . Consumer
research showed this to be a relativcly average commercial format among
viewers, but sales were proving otherwise .

To attempt to get away from the Salem look, a new print format was evolved
and used. This was later not considcred successful . It had a cool scene
comprised of green trees with water and minute figures involved in a
problcm/solulion with KOOL cigarettes .

Special promotions were aimed at markets where KOOL had an extra-
ordinary share. Similarly, high-developmcnt Spanish, Negro, and
Aawaiian markets were exploited by the use of radio .

All national advertising was again aimed at the 85mm product with the 70mm
entry holding its own from generic override .

Sales grew continually over {hc year for the brand ending with 28 . 14 billion
cigarettes and a CPM of .57 . Share of market for KOOlL averaged 5 . 45q.
Gain was 7. 9% as KOOL broke into the area of a 6 f plus share at the close

,~ of 1967 .. . . .

The total media budget of $15, 474, 000 was broken down with $9, 110, 000 ~
in network TV, $2, 841, 000 in spot T V, $236, 000 in radio, and $2, 602, 000 O
in print .

<Tro
KOOL's chief competitor, Salem, was losing business at the rate of about G7
4. 6% per year. Salem had a lowcr CPM, $ . 38, on volume of 40 . 5 billion ~
cigarettes with their 85mm style . SZlem in .mid-year, after a brief test, ~
launched Salem Super ICing Size .. .

'1'he 'Menthol segment had expanded from 19 .55°fo to 20. 89 of the total market .
. AOOL's share of segment jumped from 1866's share of 36, 4% to 1967's of

- 31.. 3'/a Salem, however, lost 4 .6% of its volume from 1966 to 1067 . Salem's
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share of the total market dropped from 8 . 56y in 1966 to8 .20 T,, in 1967 . Share
of segment dropped froui 43 . 78 i5 to ; ;A . 55% in 1967, .

90mn KOOL was introduced to defeid KOOL's estraordinary slmre in the testmarkets of llawaii and Michigan (es( epting Upper Peninsula) iu Scptemhcr of
1v67. it should be noted that as an exceptional market for KOOL, Detroit had
a low extra-length development. '

This test of KOOL 99 was to determine :

- 1 . A satisfactory 99mm KOOL product

; 2. Fbaluate marketing plan which could be translated into a
. national effort; and

3 . Plot sales trends for total KOOL and measure the effect
of proliferation .

-The print campaign being used in national magazines carried a two-pack visual
in the test area . Likewise, network TV cut-ins in Hawaii and .Nlichigan had a
long-size pack cnding and pack inserts in the smoking sequence . "

Special introductory effort for the long-size version consisted of spot TV and
newspaper advertising. TV spots employed an animated shape as the KOOL

nspokesman and a door-to-door surveyman in a dramatized situation .

1, 000 newspaper ads in two-color said, 'KOOL Pilter Longs are Here! Others
taste short by comparison . " Regional editions of magazines carried extra full-

. color page ads : ~'Now you can enjoy the taste of extra coolness a little bit longer . "

The test product for KOOL Filter Longs was a 99mm x 24 . 8mm cigarette . It
. had cork tipping of 27mm and a cellulose acetate filter measuring 22mm .

Nicotine and tar delivery were slightly below average . Only Lucky Strike
Mcnthol P41ter 100's were below KOOL Longs, but by year end more attention
was being paid by manufacturers to the prohlemof reduciug tar/nicotine in
longer-length brands . .

The package for KOOL Longs looked like the family of KOOL cigarettes . All
packages now had a smart appearance with the much more simpilied cartouehe .

. The side panels of the 70mm and the 84mm KOOL tield the rectangular caution
notice and theKOOL indicia. KOOL 99mm had a full width strip of green for
caution notice and indiCia .

A total cost for the fourth quarter of 1967 ran $145, 000 with half of that figure
in the first month . This figure was above the national space costs appropriated against the test

. it did cover space premiums and cut-in fees connected with
the test and the extra effort. -

By year end, KOOL 99, like KOOL 85, was the largest seller in its segment in
the test markets .

670623879
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Ln 1968, KOOL's sales increased to 32,3billion units over 28, 1 in 1967 . KOOL
Longs accounted for 1, 5 billion of those sales, while the 70mm style sold 2, 3, a

. slight decrease from 1967 . KOOL ended 1968 with a market share of fi,1%, .

KOOL's advertising budget was increased substantially in 19G8 to $18 million
(as opposed to $1 .5 .7 million in 1967) resulting in a CPM of $ . 56 .

The majority of KOOL's spot TV budget was in :20 and :30 prime-time spots .
Attempts to develop the slice-of-life technique in shorter length commercials
were unsuccessful . Various problem/solution executions, however, proved
successful in stressing the extra coolness benefit and were aired . Extra pres-
sure advertising was allocated to markets where KOOL was already showing
strong sales gains . . . '

A radio test was run in 1968 in Los Angeles where specific musical executions
were created to correspond with each specific type of station, i .e ., ethnic,
classical, country and western, pop and easy listening . Heavy use was made of
each form of music to stress coolness as KOOL's unique product attribute .
Heavy outdoor advertising was also included in the test . The entire effort failed
te increase sales and was not extended beyond Los Angeles .

In 1969 sales .continued to increase as KOOL ended the year with a total of 36 .1
billion units for a share of 6 .9%.

Advertising expenditures were $19 million with a CPM of $ :53 .

Throughout 1969, KOOL conducted an all-print test in Philadclphia using interior
and exterior transit, outdoor, magazines and newspapers . The magazine execu-
tion featured visualized.problem/solution such as a crushed hat above a cool scene
and KOOL pack with the copy, "Flatness got you down? Cnme up to the KOOL

-tastc . It's fresh ." VICEROY spots were run locally over KOOL's network tcle-,~
vision time . The lack of television advertising in Philadelphia showed no effect

- on KOOL sales. -

' Because of KOOL's pronounced masculine image and because .70-80%of the extra-
- length menthol cigarette smokers were women, daytime television was used for
the first time in the Fourth Quarter of 1969 to promote KOOL Longs to female
smokers . Research indicated that women considered longer size cigarettes styl-
ish, so the commercials featured stylishly dressed women in cool scenes with
the copyline, "Stylishly long . . . tastefully cool . Lady Be Cool ." Five minutes
of network television were purchased weekly, and spot TV was used in a number
of well developed, Long-size markets . Results of this effort were encouraging
and the schedule continued through 1970 .

6i0623880
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~~ Sales continund to climb in 1970 to a I,,tal of 42 billion units . KOOL Longs'
. sales were 5 . 34, although the 70mm i srsion declined to 1 .88 billion . KOOL's

share of marke0 was 8. 0%, while Salem's total sales for the year wcrc cattrnated
. to be 44 . 1 for a share of 8 . 4~, . .

Although broadcast advertising continued, KOOL began a transition to print in
the Fourth Qu arter of 1970 . As a result of this slight cut in TV pressure and
surge in outdoor and magazine advertising, expenditures reached $21 .9 million
with a CPM of $. 52 .

: Extensivee use of Black radio was made in 1970 . The message, "Come up to
the KOOL taste -- you never had it so cool, " was delivered in Black vernacular
by announcer and jinglc .

'1'elevision continued to successfully use the problem/solution, sliee-of-life
format through the end of 1970 .

Copy testing indicated that the direct TV problemf solution slice-of-life format
did not translate well into magazine advertising . A number of approaches were
attempted. Pinally copy testing indicated that ads featuring cool seenes, posing
common cigarette prohlems and offering KOOL as the solution would be effective .
. The cop,ylinq "Comc All the Way Up to KOOL" remained unchanged. Although
KOOL. Longs were included with KOOL King Size in many generic KOOL magazine
ads, in 1s370 KOOL Longs alone was promoted in a special campaign in selected
female magazines . Execution fcatured an extension of KOOL Longs' television
campaign (which translated more easily than the basic KOOL campaign) with
stylishly dressed wmnen in cool seenes with the copy, °Stylishly Lnng, Taste-
fully Cool -- Lady }te Cool . "

Outdoor executions featuredd graphics and short messages stressing the product
benefit of "extra coolness : ° lixterior transit ads werc exactly the same as those
used inkhe outdoor ezecution, but scaled to that medium . KOOL's interior tran-
sit copy executions were varjatioos of the rnagazine and outdoor copy .

Sales continued to show gains in 1971 with a total of 44 ..2 billion units and a,share
of 8 .2%. KOOL Longs sold 6 .4 billion units as opposed to 5 . 3 billion the previous

,year. Following tha_continmcd decline of the entire segment, the 70mm version
dropped from 1 . 8 billion in 1970 to 1 . 6 billion in 1971

. When broadcast advertising was termirrated at the close of 1970, KOOL's 1971
hudgetwas reduced to .$18 .3 million ($3 .0 million lcse than 1970) . This included
$6 . 87 million in national magazines (the hase medium of KOOL's advertising) ;
$5 .06 million in newspapcrs and Sunday supplements, and $4 .3 million in outdoor .
Transit signs were allocated slightly less in 1971 than 1970 due, in part, to judg- -
ments in audience reach . KOOL's . CPM dropped to $. 42 .

670623881
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Newspapers were used as a problem :=olving technique in 1971 in major markets
. where KOOL sales had been hurt by Lamors that the product was being taken off

the market : KOOL's schedules were 1200-line ROY, black and ons culor (green),
with copy and illustration localized in major cities when possible . Ads featured

. graphic illustrations of masses of KOOL smokers with the copy, "Sust ask a
million menthol smokers why they switched to KOOL ." Variations included a
KOOL pack on a local map with a headline such as, "It's I{OOL in New York ."
The rumors appeared to have abated somewhat by the end;of the year .

. The reach of KOOL's advertising to lower income consumers (predominately
Negro) was particularly limited by the elimination of broadcast . Print media
was less effective in relaying KOOL's message to this consumer group because

. the incidence of readership of magazines and newspapers by lower incnme con-
sumers was lower than that of the general population . Since Negroes are impor-
tant.to the brand's total smoker franchise, interior transit was used in 30 cities
with large Negro populations . . .

- Also in 1971, KOOL initiated a sclf-liquidator campaign whereby consumers were
given the opportunity to purchase an 11-foot sailboat which carried the KOOL logo
and ordinarily sold for around $120 . Consumers, however, could purchase a
"Sea Snark" for $88 and one KOOL carton end flap . The purpose of the offer was
to increase the effectiveness of the ad ; it was one of KOOL's highest scoring ads
according to copy testing and so it was used again in 1972 . Incidentally, KOOL
received over 18,000 orders for "Sea Snarks" in 1971 .

A point-of-purchase test was conducted in 1971 comparing the "Sea Snark" floor
. display with a non-liquidator KOOL display . In stores using the ordinary dis-

play KOOL sales failed to increase enough to justify the $6, 00 store payment .
KOOL sales in stores using the "Sea Snark" display did rise enough to more than

. cover thee display payment and cost .

1972

Both KOOL King and KOOL Long sales rose substantial7y in 1972 to 39 .45
.and 7,6 billion respectively . The 70mm .style dropped to 1 .46 hiltion .

To take advantage of the growing "low tar" segment and the tar and nicotine-

based tax In New York City (which put KOOt. Kings and Longs at a disadvantage
because the tax generated as much as a 46 per pack price difference between
KOOL and its "low tar" competition), on July 25, 1972, Brown & Williamson ~
introduced a lowered tar version of KOOL . The new style, KOOL Milds, ~
went into national distrihution without prior test marketing and sold over a O
billion imits in 1972 . N

W
Un

N
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Total KOOL sales were over 49 .5 billion units for 1972 as the brand's total market share reached 9
. 0% and its share of the mentholated filter

segment moved to 35 .5%. KOOL became the best selling menthnlatcd
filter brand in 1972 by topping Salem sales in that segment by 450 million
units . The brand also established itself as the fourth best selling brand
of any style (behind Winston, Marlboro and Pall Mall) in the United States .

Expenditures for KOOL totaled $19 .5 million including $7 .6 million
allocated to magazines ; $5 . 9 million to outdoor ads ; $3 .4 million to
supplements ; $500, 000 to newspapers and 5600, 000 to transit . CPM
for KOOL in 1972 was $ .39 . .

Futl-page, four-color magazine ads were used to introduce KOOL Milds,
which was independent of other KOOtL campaigns through most of 1972 .
The newly established style was an II'4mmm menthol cigarette with lowered
tar

. The major difference between the Milds pack and that of KOOL's other styles was that the Milds' sides and front rectangle were white with
green lettering as opposed to the reverse on Kings, Longs and Plain-end .

Ads for KOOL Milds, like other KOOL ads, featured cool, refreshing
scenes .' The Milds package was shown at the end of a rainbow (which was
used as a visual symbol of mildness and a means of distinguishing Mi1ds

. advertising from that of other KOOL styles) . Headlines announced "The
taste of extra coolness with lowered tar, too ." Copy mentioned " . . . tobaccos
are light, mtld, and lowered in tar . hist the right amount of pure menthol .

. Pure white filter,too," and lag lines closed with "Enjoy a cooler kind of
mild ."-Similar ads also appeared in supplements . In December, the KOOL
Milds pack was mortised in the lower right corner of KOOL ads, to bring
this style under the umbrella of KOOL advertising . .

Advertising for KOOL Kings and l.ongs in 1972 continued with traditional
KOOL illustrations and problem-solution copy in full-page, four-color
magazine ads . A more aggressive copy position was taken during the year,
aimed at incorporating the use of "pure menthol" in the ads . This was part
. of a continued attempt to deal with KOOL's perceived image problem, i .e .,
harsh, strong, etc ., and to take a more competitivc stand against other
menthol brands

. Advertisements, used in general interest magazines, were also used in
' national and indopendent supplements . Fractional page ads i n the form of
diagonally positioned quarter pages were used in Parade . While different
in format, these fractional units incorporated the same problem-solution/
cool scenery as was used in full-page insertions .

As in 1971, KOOL had a heavy schedule in Negro magazines in 1972 . Copy

Q)
.F
O
rr~

W
~n - featured in Negro publications used both the dual audience expression and a

special execution using Negro models . . (.7
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i C $OOL's Sea Snark promotion was repeated again in 1972, adding the option
of payment through national charge cards (Bank Ainericard and Niastcr

: ' Charge) .

. . The "Lady, be cool" campaign promoted KOOL Longs in female publications
. and ran through much of 1972 . A new execution aimed at women, however,

was begun in the latter part of the year featuring more aggressive copy
and the headline "The longer you smoke, the more you'll like KOOL Longs . "
"Lady, be cool° was used as a tag line for the newer campaign .
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KOOL Parent

1973

KOOL Milds achieved a substantial increase in sales from 1 billion units
after five months on the market in 1972 to 2 . 76 billion units in 1973 .
The low tar (7-15 mg. ) menthol market segment grew 20% in 1973 to 12 . 2
billion units, 2% of the total market . KOOL Milds' SOM in the low tar
segment was 23qb, . 5% of the total market . During its second year on the
market KOOL Milds (15 mg . ) became the second largest selling low tar
menthol cigarette. True , with 2 . 92 billion units was first . In 1973 KOOL
Milds was the ninth ranked menthol cigarette on the market, . 37 billion
units behind Newport's soft pack . KOOL Parent was the largest selling
menthol and Salem was second .

Advertising for KOOL ffiilds continued in the same format, (a pack at the
end of a rainbow). Copy changed slightly from, "The taste of extra coolness
with lowered tar, too . ° to "Try KOOL Milds and taste the difference extra
coolness makes in a lowered tar cigarette . ° KOOL Milds received $2 . 6
million in advertising monies, 15% of the total KOOL advertising budget .
SOV for KOOL Milds in the hi-fi segment was 5 . 6% .

Total KOOL advertising expenditures decreased 18% to $16 .5 million in 1973 .
KOOL Parent SOV in the menthol full taste segment was 23% . Salem held an
SOV of 33°6, Benson & Hedges 11% and Newport 7%. In the KOOL Parent
budget, $5 .4 million were allocated to magazines, $4. 9 million to OOH,
$2 .2 million to supplements, $570, 000 to transit and $400, 000 to newspapers .
CPM decreased 26% to $ . 29 from $.39 in 1972 .

KOOL Parent advertising continued in the same format . Copy headlines
varied in an attempt to take a more aggressively competitive stance against
other menthol brands . "Does your cigarette taste hot?, Fed up with flat
tasting cigarettes7, Rough taste, who needs it?" are some examples .
"Come all the way up to KOOL" followed as body copy . The "Lady be cool"
campaign continued in women's magazines as did advertising in black
publications . A "KOOL house" made of fiberglass screening was offered
via magazines and supplements in a self-liquidator campaign for $129 .

Total KOOL sales increased 13% to 56 . 11 billion units in 1973 . KOOL held
a 38% share of the menthol market segment . KOOL 100's increased 16 . 1%
to 8. 87 billion units. Kings increased 9% to 43 . 10 billion units .
KOOL Regulars dropped 6 .7%to 1 .38 billion units . KOOL's SOM increased
5% to 9 . 5 ;b . Salem's SOM in 1973 was 8 . 5%, a decrease of 1%, Benson &
Hedges' 1 . 2%, an increase of 7%, and Newport's .8%, an increase of 6% .
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1974

Advertising expenditures in the menthol full taste segment increased 3570
in 1974. KOOL expenditures increased 24~o to $20 .4 million. 20j0 of all
menthol expenditures . Salem spent $24 .5 million, Benson & Hedges
$20 .3 million and Newport $5 .4 million. $6 million of KOOL expenditures
were allocated to outdoor ads, S5 million to magazines, $28 million to
supplements, $750, 000 to newspapers and $560, 000 to transit . CPM rose
14% to $ . 33 .

Advertising for KOOL Parent continued in the theme established by previous
executions . KOOL Milds were featured in a corner mortice in parent
executions . Headlines in women's magazines read . " The longer you smoke
the more you'll like KOOL Super Longs . Lady be cool" remained the
tag line . Black publications cmtinued KOOL support . Most KOOL executions
included the tag line, "Come all the way up to KOOL" . In a self-liquidator
campaign a lawn swing was offered to consumers via supplements and
magazines for $119 .

R . J . Reynolds launched a Salem hard box in February 1974, sales at the
end of the year totaled 1 . 75 billion units . Brown & Williamson followed
suit and launched a KOOL flip open box, distributed nationally in November,
sales in December totaled .33 billion units . The pack design was essentially
the same as that of KOOL Parent . The new style was advertised in all media
as, "The only flip open box with the taste of extra coolness inside" .

Total KOOL sales increased 9~/o in 1974 to 61 . 15 billion units, almost 40% of
menthol volume . KOOL MIlds grew 17% to 3 . 23 billion units, Longs also
grew, 12. 2g6 to 10 . 01 billion units. KOOL Regulars fell 11 . 6% to 1 .22 billion
units . Salem sales decreased 9% to 22. 3 billion units, Benson & Hedges
dropped 13 ~o to 17 .7 billion units and Newport dropped 18% to 5 .4 billion units .
Industry volume grew 2. 6~., sales in the menthol full taste market segment
increased 7~0 . Total KOOL SOM increased 6%to 10 .1%.

1975

In 1975 a Music program was developed in cooperation with Festival Productions
Incorporated. The primary objective of this program was to enhance the
product and smoker image of KOOL cigarettes through the well publicized
association of KOOL with sponsorship of specific types of music suitable to
the various target audiences of KOOL styles . Secondly, to develop a contingency
program which would enable advertising and promotion in a climate of restrictive
legislation . And finally~ to become a brand preemptive property .
The KOOL Jazz Festivals produced in 1975 featured Black soul music in major
outdoor stadia across the country. Increased awareness and improved product
and smoker imagery among those aware of the Music Programs was attributed

6 706:33886
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to the entertainment. The Jazz Festival was promoted via supplements,
flyers, POP, etc . Two other promotional events were presented in 1975,
a sweepstakes and a self-liquidator campaign . The "KOOL $64, 000
Bweepstakes" featured a menthol green 1975 Rolls-Royce Corniche as the
grand prize . The Sea Snark (11' sailboat) offer was repeated in a self-
liquidator campaign . The price in 1975 was $139 . Both campaigns were
promoted via magazines and supplements .

KOOL Parent's advertising budget increased 6% to $19 . 3 million. KOOL
Mild expenditures decreased 45q'o to $1 . 2 million. Total KOOL expenditures
were $20 .08 million. The OOH allocation increased 15% to $6 . 97 million,
magazines received an additional 18% totaling $5 . 97 million . Supplements
received $2 .5 million, transit $930,000 and newspapers $650, 000 .
CPM remained $ . 33 . The advertising format continued to use cool refreshing
scenes .

Sales in the menthol full taste market segment increased 2 .4%, hi-fi sales
grew 9.7% . KOOL SOV in 1975 was 5 .9i~. Salem's 6.6%,, Benson & Hedges'
5 . 2% and Newport's 1 .9%. Despite a 3% drop in KOOL Kingsize sales to
44 . 64 billion units and a drop of 11% in Regular sales to 1 . 08 billion units,
total KOOL sales increased 4 .5% in 1975 . All other KOOL styles grew .
After 14 months on the market KOOL's flip open box achieved sales of 2 . 03
billion units, only 11l,o behind Salem hard box (2 . 25 billion units) and almost
50% ahead of Newport box (1 .36 billion units) KOOL Longs increased 5 .7 0
to 10.58 billion units . Parent sales totaled 57 . 26 billion units . KOOL Milds
increased 10 . 2'Jo to 3 . 56 billion units bringing total sales to 63 . 92 billion units,
the largest selling menthol cigarette on the market . KOOL's SOM increased
.7% to 10 . 27%a, Salem's decreased 1 . 1% to 8 .5%, Benson and Hedges'
increased 15",b to 1 .5~0, and Newport's increased 11 ;u, to .9% .

1976

In 1976 the menthol fu11 taste market segment declined 7% . Total KOOL ~
Parent sales fell 7% to 58 . 33 billion units, Salem Parent sales also fell, O
9. 7% to 45 .4 billion units . KOOL Regulars dropped 13% to .94 billion units ~
and Kings also dropped, 5 . 5°o to 42 .2 billion units . Despite the decline
experienced by KOOL Parent, Long and flip open box styles grew, 1 . 3% to QO
10 . 72 billion units and 2Bry'o to 2 . 6 billion units respectively . KOOL Milds ~
continued to grow, 19. 10% to 4 . 24 billion units in 1976 . Salem Lights 85
and 100mm were introduced in September 1975, sales in 1976 were 7 .2 billion
units . The growth of Salem Lights offset the brands decline and total Salem
sales increased 3% to 52 . 6 billion units . Total sales for all KOOL styles
dropped slightly, 1% to 63 .3 billion units . SOM fell 4io to 9 . 7% in 1976 .
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The KOOL Lucky Lady Sweepstakes werc presented via magazines and
supplements in 1976 . A 63' yaught from the film "Lucky Lady" valued
at $100, 000 was the grand prize, 10, 000 tickets to see the film were
also offered. KOOL Jazz Festivals continued throughout the year .
In a self-liquidator campaign KOOL promoted two Jazz and Soul albums
for $1 .59. A KOOL Catamaran was also available for $699 .

KOOL advertising copy and format remained the same . Expenditures
totaled $24 .59 million, an increase of 22 .5% . $8 .42 million were
allocated to outdoor ads, $7. 3 million to magazines, $3 .5 million to
supplements and $080, 000 to newspapers . CPM increased 21% to $ .40 .

Another addition to the KOOL family, KOOL Naturals, was test marketed
in Little Rock, Arkansas . A nonmenthol KOOL, the style was not successful
and was never nationally distributed .

1977

In 1977 KOOL Parent advertising featured the Americana campaign, a
change from the previous waterfall executions . The new format was
similar although waterfalls were replaced by rural scenes of barns and
waterwheelsbeside placid blue lakes .

In an attempt to soften the harshness of product image headlines changed to,
"So cool you can taste it" and, "The most refreshing taste you can get in any
cigarette". Beneath the packs on the previously described execution,
"No wonder it's America's # 1 menthol . "was added as a tag line . KOOL Kings
and Longs shared these executions . Advertising expenditures for KOOL
Parent totaled $14. 88 million . KOOL Super Lights, launched in July, 1977
received $16.03 million. Total expenditures were $32 .44 million, an
increase of 32%. The major portion of KOOL Parent advertising monies was
spent in magazines and OOH, $6 .30 million and $4 . 76 million respectively .
Super Lights concentrated spending in newspapers, $4 . 7 million and magazines,
$3 . 6 million, $2 . 9 million were allocated to OOH . CPM rose 37"~ to $ . 55 .

KOOL and Cricket lighters jointly promoted a S100, 000 sweepstakes .
First prize was $10,000 in cash and a pair of 1977 Chrysler Cordobas,
three 1977 Dodge Aspen SE stationwagons were offered as second prize ~
and 6, 000 third prizes included a Cricket Accent Table Lighter with a carton ~
of KOOL cigarettes . Jazz Fcstivals continued in KOOL Music Programs. 05

110

Total KOOL sales in 1977 again decreased, 1% to 62 . 64 billion units. CJ
Salem sales totaled 53 . 7 billion units, an increase of 2% . Benson & Hedges ~
sales totaled 9 . 7 billion units, an increase of 4 . 7'Mo. Newport sales rose co
17% to 7 .3 billion units . KOOL Super Lights (7/77) achieved sales of
2 billion units, Newport Lights (8/77) had sales of .31 billion units and
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Senson & Hedges Lights' (9/77) sales totaled .61 billion units .
The menthol hi-fi market segment grew 42% . KOOL Mi1ds sales
increased 19%n to 5 .06 billion units . Longs decreased 2% to 10 .46
billion units, Kings dropped 6 .8% to 39 . 34 billion units, flip open box
sales decreased 5% and Regulars were down 10 . 6°k to .84 billion units .
Total KOOL SOM in 1977 decreased 2% to 9 . 9°jo .

1978

In 1978 KOOL Music Programs expanded to include KOOL Country on Tour,
KOOL Latino Festival and KOOL Super Nights as well as KOOL Jazz Festivals .
KOOL Country On Tour featured top country music performers in high
brand development markets for KOOL Parent and Milds . Latino Festivals
were developed for the growing Hispacic market in the U .S ., considered a
prime target audience for KOOL cigarettes . Super Nights were launched in
an effort to create an upscale image for the KOOL Super Lights brand
consistent with the marketing strategy of expanding the franchise .

Advertising for KOOL Parent continued with the Americana campaign .
Expenditures totaled $34 .2 million, $17. 7 million were allocated to KOOL
Super Lights. KOOL Parent expenditures were distributed as follows ;
$6 . 14 million to OOH, $4 . 74 million to magazines, $1 . 82 million to
supplements, $590, 000 to transit, $130, 000 to beetleboards, and $103, 000
to newspapers . CPM remained at $ . 55 .

Industry volume in the menthol full taste segment declined 13 . 4% .
KOOL Parent sales slid 6% to 49 . 9 billion units . Regulars decreased 8%
to .77 billion units, Kings dropped 6~0o to 36 .9 billion units, Longs dropped
5% to 9. 94 billion units and the flip open box fell 7% to 2 . 3 billion units .
Volume in the menthol hi-fi segment grew 51% in 1978 . K OOL NIild sales
increased 2 . 6'"; to 5 . 19 billion units and KOOL Super Lights grew to 4 . 28
billion units . KOOL sales totaled 09 . 38 billion units . SOM decreased 1%
to 9 .8%. Salems 5011 increased . 1% to 8 . 9°,o duc to the growth of Salem
Lights . Benson & Hedges' SOM grew 12 . 5% to 1. 8% and Newport's SOM
grew 83% to 1 .3%. LT

.T
O

1979 ~
C.7

In 1979 KOOL sales continued to decline . Menthol full taste volume also 01)
declined, 6.3%. Salem Parent sales fell 11% to 31 .8 billion units. Gn

KOOL Parent sales fell 7 . 5% to 46 .2 billion units . Kings decreased 8% to
33 . 9 billion units, Longs dropped 6% to 9 .3 billion units . Flip open box
sales continued to decline, 4.3% in 1979 to 2 .2 billion units, Regulars dropped,
9% to . 7 billion units .
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The hi-fi menthol market segment grew, 30% to 60.33 billion units .

Salem Light sales grew 19% to 22 . 2 billion units, Benson & Hedges
Lights grew 31% to 4 .21 billion units and Newport Lights increased
27% to 1 .04 billion units . KOOL Super Lights grew 2.8% to 4.4 billion
units . KOOL Mild sales rose 15% to 5 . 94 billion units . KOOL Milds 100's
were launched in October 1979, sales for that style were .35 billion units .

Total KOOL SOM was 9 .3°'0, a decrease of 5% .

KOOL Milds was separately advertised and promoted for the first time in
1979 since the brand's introduction (1972) at any significant level . It was
positioned as "Nlild but not too light" with historical outdoor visual and
the lead copy line, "Feel the taste of menthol mist" . Parent executions
continued the "Americana" campaign, while KOUL Super Lights replaced it
with the "Jugular" campaign in March .

KOOL Parent advertising expenditures included $5 .46 million allocated to
outdoor ads, $3 .23 million to magezines, $2 .4 million to newspapers,
$720, 000 to supplements, $580, 000 to transit and $80, 000 to bectleboards .
Expenditures for KOOL Parent totaled $142 million, an additional $17 .3
million was distributed to KOOL Super Lights bringing total expenditures
to $32 .9 million. CPNI rose 2% to $ . 56 .

~
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KOOL

Advertisinr, Expenditures
(000)

Magazine Radio Television Premium Total CPM

1934 $ --- $ 300 $ $ 900 $1,200 $ .50
. 1935 .' --- 400 1 400 1 800 53
: 1936 --- . 400 100

,

1,500
,

2,000

.

.54
1937. --- 300 300 1 600 2 200 55
1938 . --- . 300 300

,
1,400

,
2,000

.

.57
1939 . 300 200 1,600 2,100 .62
1940 --- 300

.
1,600 1, 000 .58

. 1941 .--- 100 1,600 1,700 .42
1942 - --- 200 1,800 2,000 .42
1943 . . --- . 300 1,200 1,500 .27
1944

-
--- 500 500 .09

. 1945 - --- - 500 500 .10
1946 100 --- 500 600 .14
1947 200 --- 700 900 .18
1948 . 100 . --- 1,300 1,400 .21

a1949 ~ 100 ' --- 1, 100 100 1,300 .17
,1950 100 - 100 1,200 500 1,900 .21

1951 500 --- 1, 100 900 2,500 .24
1952 -

-
400 --- 1,000 - 1,200 2,600 .23

'1953 --- --- 700 2,500 3,200 .28
1954 . 200 --- 200 5,300 5,700 .46

. 1955 . 250* 690 3,230 4,170 .33
~ 1956 , 600 500 3,900 5, 000 .41

1957 225 750 5,010 5,985 .49
1958 420 570 4,200 5,190 .40
1959 487 280 3, 710 4,477 .35
1960 . 133 5 3844 4 522 33
1961 . 491 328

,
5,726

,
6,545

.

.46
. 1962 . 343 . 265 . 5,342 5,950 .41
1963' . 140 365 6,387 6,892 .43
.1964~* 710 361 8,640 9,711 .51
1965 930 186 11,532 12,648 .54
1966 _ 564 253 13,074 13,891 .53

Outdoor/
Transit .F

1967 . 85 2,537 262 12,886 --- 15,770

O
.56 t~

3-
96S 540 '2,320 772 14,300 117 18,049 .56 (J

1969 636 ' 2,657 528 14,676 492 18,989 .53 GO

1970 517 4,011 835 13,534 3,004 21,901 .53 ~j

*Tota1 print includes newspapers, magazines, outdoor and car cards .
a° *Fi,Gures from 19fi4 inrludc all ,, atmn for trstine snd nr< ,Au , 1. . . .n
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Advertisfm, lixpenditures
(000)

News-
- paper Supplements Magazines Outdoor Transit Total

1971'- - $5, 056 $ 6,667 $ 4, 315 . $ 1,009 $17, 047
. 1972 $ 616 $ 3,393 7,603 5,873 599 18,084

Share of Market

~1966 4.9
1967 5 .3 ~

1968 6 .1 ~ra
1969 6 .9 CJ
1970 8.0 ~
1971 8 .2

(y7

N
=Fi ga res from 1971 do not include production .
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Sales by Style

All 70mm Soft Pack Prior to 1952

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

BJmm 70mm
Non-Filter Soft Pack

85mm ~
Filter - Total

3 .0 , 9 .4 -- 12 .4

4 .1 - 8 .5 -- 12 6
Filter replaced 85mm nom .filter in September,

.
1956 .

2 .6 . 7 .5 . _ 2 .0 12 .1

-- . 5 .7 . 6 .6 . 12 .3

, -- 4 .8 B .1 12 .9

-- 4..1 8 .6 1'L .7

3 .8 9 .8 13 .6

`- 3 .6 10 .5 14 .1

3 .2 11 .3 14 .5

3 .0 . 13 .0 16 .0

2 .9 16 .1 . 19 .0

2 .9 20 .3 23 .2

2 .7 23 .4 26 .1

-- 2 . .5 25 .6 28 .1

I.onBs - ~

1 5 2 3 ~. . 28 .5 32 3. ~
3 .9 2 .1 30 .1 36.1 W

~
5 .3 1 .8 34 .3 41 .4 G7
6 .4 1 .6 . 36 .2 ' . 44 .2
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KOOL

Sales by Style (Cont .)

.
. 70mm 65mm Year Longs Milds Soft Pack ' Filter Total

. 1972 - 7.6 1.0 1.5 -39.4 49.5
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KOOL Super Lights

In 1977 the full taste menthol segment accounted for 21% of industry volume,
a decrease of 7% versus 1976, while the menthol hi-fi (1-15 mg . 'tar')
segment grew 42% and accounted for 6jo of industry volume . Twenty-two
new low tar styles (seven of which were menthol) entered the market from
January, 1976 - June, 1977 . Advertising expenditures for menthol hi-fi
products increased from $57 . 6 million (14% of industry advertising) in 1976
to $91 million (18% of industry advertising) in 1977. Total industry volume
grew .1%.

The primary objective in the launch of a KOOL line extension was to attract
competitive smokers . There was also a need to halt the exodus of KOOL
fulltmte smokers who were switching to competitive low tar products .
The final objective in the new style's launch was to contemporize the KOOL
brand by addressingtheincreasing market preference for low tar .

Due perhaps to the decline in the full taste menthol segment (7%), KOOL
parent sales dropped 4 . 3% in 1977 . The growth of KOOL Milds (21 .4% in
1977), however, did not offset the decline in total KOOL sales . Total SOM
in 1977 was 9 .8'io. Salem parent sales also dropped in 1977 (12 .5y), although
Salem Light sales rose 94% bringing total SOM to 8 . 9% in 1977 and establishing
the marketability of a low tar line extension . Because of the promising
growth exhibited by KOOL Milds and the risk of franchise alienation, it was
decided to launch a new flanker rather than reduce Milds' tar level (14 mg . ) .

The line extension was to be positioned offensively as a single digit low 'tar'
product in the growing hi-fi segment with KOOL Milds providing defensive
support . Marketing strategy planned to capitalize on the strength of the KOOL
name and taste heritage, capture KOOL parent defectors and expand the KOOL
franchise into underdeveloped demographic groups . .

KOOL Super Lights was the name chosen for the new 9 mg . 'tar' (0 .45%
menthol) product. Names tested were KOOL 6's, KOOL 7's, KOOL 8's, ~
KOOL 9's, KOOL and Low, KOOL Extra Lights, KOOL Soft Lights, ~~
KOOL Special Lights, KOOL Super Lights and KOOL Ultra Lights. ~
The name KOOL Super Lights was perceived as having the lowest tar and T~
greatest appeal and was adopted. G1

m

Two packs were tested against the Salem Lights pack in March, 1977 . ~
The alternatives tested were a white pack similar to that of KOOL parent ~
and a silver pack with a green hand encircling the top . In a pack test the silver
pack was preferied72% over the white pack. The product image was perceived
to be stronger, more satisfying, more flavorful, with more quality and
menthol flavor than Salem Lights or the experimental white pack . Tar level
however, was thought to be higher in the silver pack . The smoker image was
perceived to be for a younger, more active heavier smoker versus the other
packs . The silver pack was adopted . In a later test with ten competitive packs
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the KOOL Super Lights silver pack achieved significant preference over
all others. Among the attributes tested were attractiveness, color, design,
modernity, quality, and expensiveness . The KOOL Super Lights silver
package was evaluated as having strong aesthetic appeal .

1977

KOOL Super Lights was launched nationally in June, 1977 . Special merchan-
dising programs were implemented in the first six months accompanied by
heavy advertising and promotion . Street corner sampling was a primary
promotion devise . KOOL Super Lights achieved sales of 2 billion units after
six months on the market . The King size length attained sales of 1 .09 billion
units, Longs .91 billion units . SOM was . 33po in 1977 . 62% of KOOL Super
Lights smokers were former KOOL or KOOL Mild users .

A total of $15 . 5 million was allocated to KOOL Super Lights, 47% of total
KOOL advertising expenditures (KOOL parent received 51%) .
Media expenditures were as follows : newspapers, $4. 7 million; magazines,
$3 .6 million; 00$ $2. 9 million ; supplements, $1 .9 million; beetleboards,
$350, 000 and transit, $121, 000 . An additional $6 . 3 million wa s spent in
promotion . KOOL Super Lights' SOV in the hi-fi menthol segment was 17%,
in total industry advertising, 3 . 1% .

Advertising developed for KOOL Super Lights borrowed from the heritage
of KOOL parent . The introductory campaign, "Waterfall 9", featured both
sizes of the new style in full page spreads . Copy promised satisfying refreshing
coolness unavailable in any other low tar. "Save $2 . 50 on KOOL Super Lights"
headlined a newspaper ad in August, 1977 . Consumers had the opportunity
to save $ . 50 on a three pack purchase and $2 .00 on a carton from a mail-in
coupon. In October to December free silver dollars were offered upon proof
of purchase (via mail) to consumas (three silver dollars from a two-carton
purchase) .
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1978

The launch of KOOL Super Lights continued into 1978, including special
merchandising programs featuring the silver dollar promotion in April to
June and a $ . 50 coupon via newspapers in November . Advertising expendi-
tures totaled $19 .4 million in 1978 including $6 . 99 million to 0011, $4. 35
million to magazines, $2 . 5 million to supplements, $1 . 63 million to
beetleboards and $5, 000 to newspapers. $8 . 7 million was spent in promotion .
KOOL Super Lights SOV remained at 17% of the low tar market versus Salem
Lights' 18% SOV . Spending in the low tar market grew 16 .4% to $109 . 3 million
since 1977 .

By its' third year in the market Salem Lights sales rose to 18 .6 billion units
while its' share of the menthol hi-fi market segment reached 51 . 9% .
KOOL Super Lights' share of the menthol hi-fi segment was 12°, in total
industry, . 71% . Sales rose to 4 . 3 billion units . Longs climbed to 2 . 11 billion
units and Kings rose to 2 .17 billion units . Cannibalization was down 13% to 54% .

The evolution of the "W'aterfall 9" campaign coincided with the shift in the
Parent campaign. The basic format remained the same although the waterfall
was replaced by scenes of barns or cabins beside placid blue lakes .
KOOL Super Light Longs were featured in full page spreads, copy claimed,
"No leading menthol long is lower in 'tar' . Only 9 mg. 'tar' . And KOOL
refreshing satisfaction too." A silver two page spread with a background
similar to the Super Lights pack included the "Americana 9" . Both pack sizes
were mortised on the left side of that ad . Copy invited smokers to, "Feel
refreshing coolness in a low tar cigarette ."

1979

In March 1979 a new campaign replaced the "Americana 9" . The new
campaign utilized a pack as hero format in conjunction with a mortice of
four competitive ads . Titled "Jugular", the campaign was implemented for ~
several reasons : to address KOOL Super Lights' product image (it was ~F
perceived unfavorably across most product and smoker attributes by Q
competitive smokers due to KOOL parent image transfer), to create a distinct ~
separation from KOOL Parent and to call attention to smooth taste and lower W
tar vis-a-vis competition . KOOL Super Lights 100's headlined an execution Go
developed for Longs, it was followed by, "Smooth and fresh all the way" . (Q
Copy above the competitive pack whose tar levels were listed claimed, ~
"At only 9 mg. 'tar' it's lower than all these ." Executions for both sizes were
also developed within the same format .
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In August 1979 the tar delivery of KOOL Super Light Kings was reduced to
7 mg. (0 . 47% menthol) . The new 7 mg. product was significantly prefered
among menthol full taste smokers and directionally prefered by Salem Light
and KOOL Super Lights smokers over the previous 9 mg . delivery in a
product test. This reduction gave KOOL Super Lights a greater quantifiable
advantage over the other major low tar menthol brands whose tar delivery

was higher . (Salem Lights 10 mg ., B & H Lights 11 mg., Merit Menthol 8 mg .
and Newport Lights 10 mg. tar . ) Copy for KOOL Super Lights changed to,
"Now smooth gets smoother and even lower in tar ."

Advertising expenditures totaled $17 . 5 million in 1979, a decrease of 9 .8%
from 1978 . KOOL Super Lights received 55% of the total KOOL budget .
(KOOL Milds were allocated $11 . 1 million and Parent $3 .2 million. )
0011 and magazines split major support, $5 . 99 million and $4 .89 million
respectively. $1 .7 million were distributed to newspapers, $1 .38 million
to supplements, $691, 000 to beetleboards and $60, 000 to transit . $4 . 4 million
were spent in promotion . Special merchandising programs were implemented
in August as well as an ROP blitz . Coupons were placed in newspapers in April
and in Ebony magazine in June, 1979 . KOOL Super Lights presented Super
Nights throughout 1979 in an effort to upscale the image of KOOL Super Lights
consistent with marketing strategy. Singers Paul Anka, Mel Torme,
Gerry Mulligan. Steve Lawrence, Eydie Gorme and Sarah Vaughan appeared
in performing centers across the country. KOOL Super Lights packs were
mortised in newspaper ads, "KOOL Super Lights-the smoothest taste in
menthol presents a Super Night of Music" was used on body copy .

KOOL Super Lights sales increased 2 .3% to 4. 4 billion units . Longs increased
3 . 8"/o to 2 . 11 billion units, Kings rose .84% to 2 . 21 billion units . Total SOM
for KOOL Super Lights in 1979 was . 72%. Cannibalization decreased to 49°Jo .
Salem Lights SOM in 1979 was 3 . 6°Jo. Merit Menthol and B & H Light each
had an SOM of . 7% . SOM for the menthol hi-fi segment was 9 . 8%, the category
grew 11 .7% in 1979 . Industry volume grew 1 .2% to 612 .04 billion units .
A number of factors may have inhibited growth of KOOL Super Lights .
Two new brands and 24 new styles were introduced in two years after Super
Lights launch, (three were Brown & Williamson products, Rich Lights (9/76),
ARCTIC Lights (3/79), and KOOL Mild 100's (10/79) . Most new styles were
launched with heavy advertising support . Advertising expenditure in the hi-fi
segment increased 73% to 157 . 7 million from 1979 and sales increased 68% to Q)
60 .33 billion units. ~F
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